ABSTRACT. Every infinite tensor product of commutative subspace lattices is unitarily equivalent to a certain lattice of projections on L2(X, u), where [X, v) is an infinite product measure space. This representation reflects the structure of the individual component lattices in that the components of the tensor product correspond to the coordinates of the product space. This result generalizes the similar representation for finite tensor products. It is then used to show that an infinite tensor product of purely atomic commutative subspace lattices must be either purely atomic or noncompact, and in the latter case the algebra of operators under which the lattice is invariant has no compact operators.
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ABSTRACT. Every infinite tensor product of commutative subspace lattices is unitarily equivalent to a certain lattice of projections on L2(X, u), where [X, v) is an infinite product measure space. This representation reflects the structure of the individual component lattices in that the components of the tensor product correspond to the coordinates of the product space. This result generalizes the similar representation for finite tensor products. It is then used to show that an infinite tensor product of purely atomic commutative subspace lattices must be either purely atomic or noncompact, and in the latter case the algebra of operators under which the lattice is invariant has no compact operators.
If SC is a commutative subspace lattice acting on a separable Hubert space, then J? can be represented as multiplication by certain characteristic functions on L2 (X,v) , where (X,v) is a probability space. This is known as the Arveson representation [A, Theorem 1.3 .1], and has proved to be very useful in the study of commutative subspace lattices. If .2?, i = 1,... ,n, are represented on L2(Xt, i/¿). then it was shown in [GHL, Proposition 2.1] that ®"=1-2? is represented in a natural way on L2 (X, v) , where X = FJÍLi -^ an(^ v = 117=1 "»■ This result has also been useful (for example, see [GHL, HLM, and K] ). In [W] , the author extended this result to certain infinite tensor products, and then used it to show that "most" infinite tensor products of commutative subspace lattices are not compact in the strong operator topology. In Theorem 1 of this paper, we prove the corresponding representation for all infinite tensor products.
Theorem 2 is an application of this representation theorem which strengthens the second result in [W] mentioned above. One consequence is that an infinite tensor product of purely atomic lattices is either noncompact or purely atomic. In addition, if it is noncompact it actually satisfies a stronger condition which implies that every "piece" of the lattice is also noncompact, and that the reflexive algebra associated with the lattice has no compact operators.
It is hoped that this representation will make it easier to work with infinite tensor products, as the finite case did. We note that infinite tensor products have provided some important examples in the past. They give one of the essentially two types of commutative subspace lattices known which are not compact, and also one of the two types known which are not completely distributive [W] . They also provide examples of commutative lattices whose associated reflexive algebras are not hyperreflexive [DP] .
Every Hubert space in this paper will be complex, infinite-dimensional, and separable. The set of all bounded operators on a Hubert space ßT will be denoted 33(ßT). All operators discussed will be bounded, and all projections will be selfadjoint. A subspace lattice on ßT is a lattice of projections which is closed in the strong operator topology and which contains 0 and /. Every subspace lattice is complete (closed under arbitrary intersections and closed linear spans). A subspace lattice is commutative if all the projections mutually commute. Every lattice in this paper will be a commutative subspace lattice (CSL). If J? is a CSL and A = P' -P for some P,P' G^f, P < P', then A is an atom of SC if QA = A or 0 for all Q e -2\
Jîf is purely atomic if / = £3 At where the A¿'s are atoms of Jz?'.
For each i, i -1,2,..., let Ui be a unit vector in a separable Hubert space ßTi, and let u = (uî)^.v Let H be the algebraic tensor product of the ßTCs, and let ßTs C ßT be the subspace of finite linear combinations of elements of the form ®°^i hi, with hi = Ui for almost every i (i.e., for all but a finite number). Define an inner product on ßTj by setting (0fo¿,® fc¿) = n^iC1»;^) f°r such elements as above, and extending linearly. ßTQ is then a pre-Hilbert space, and the separable Hubert space ßT = ®°^", ßT is defined to be the completion of ßTG (see [G or vN] for details). If 3îi is a von Neumann algebra acting on ßT., then ®^i^ ^s the von Neumann algebra on ßT generated by the operators of the form 0°^, T¿ with T G 3i% and Tt = I for almost every i. In particular, 33 (ßT) = ®°^\33(^). Now if ^i is a CSL on ßT%, we define 0°lu, .2? C 33 (ßT) to be the subspace lattice on ßT generated by the projections of the form ®°î, P% with P¿ G ,2? and Pi -I for almost every i. We remark also that ßT has a basis consisting of elements of the form ®°^., hi with ht = ut for almost every i. Thus, if Vi G ßT.1 with ||t;j|| = 1, i -1,2,..., then <S)^Z\ ^í and ®°1", ßT^ are unitarily equivalent via a unitary operator constructed in the obvious way from unitaries t7¿ : ßT -► ßTJ with Ui(ui) = Vi. Moreover, ®£-2C% = <g)~*i U^UT1.
We now describe the Arveson representation from [A] in more detail. Let X be a compact metric space and p a finite positive Borel measure on X. If g is a bounded Borel function on X, then we define X(g) to be the multiplication operator acting on L2(X,p) by (X(g)f)(x) = g(x)f(x). If E is a Borel set in X, then we use the notation X(E) instead of X(\e)-Now suppose < is a partial order (a reflexive and transitive relation) in X whose graph is closed in X x X. A Borel set E Ç X is increasing if x G E and x < y => y G E. Then Sf(X, <,p) = {X(E): E is an increasing Borel set in X} is a subspace lattice. The Arveson representation states that if J? is a CSL, then there is a partially ordered measure space (X,<,p) as above such that 5f is unitarily equivalent to 2f(X, <,p). p may be taken to be a probability measure.
Suppose Sfi, i = l,...,n, have Arveson representations 2f(Xi, <i, pi) . Let X = n™=i Xi and p = 11"= i A*»-The product ordering < in X is defined by x < y o Xi <i yi for all i. The result in [GHL] referred to in the first paragraph states that ®"=1 -2¿ = £?(X, <, p). Now suppose that for each i, i = 1,2,..., A¿ is a compact metric space, í/¿ is a probability measure on Xi, and <¿ is a partial order in A¿ with closed graph. Let X = YHZi xii v -il¿=i uii and let < be the product ordering in X. The lattice S?(X, <, v) formed in this manner will be called an infinite product lattice. We will show that every infinite tensor product ®^ -2? is unitarily equivalent to an infinite product lattice Sf(X, <,v) (with, of course, each Sfi = S?(Xi, <»,ft))-We refer to [H, §38] for the details on infinite product measure spaces. Also, recall that if m¿ > 0, then n¿=i m« 's positive and finite if and only if YlT=\ |1 -md converges.
The following lemma, along with its proof, is actually the Arveson representation theorem with a few modifications that we need for our purposes.
LEMMA. Suppose Sf is a CSL acting on ßT, u is a unit vector in ßT, and e > 0. Then there is a compact metric space X, a closed partial order < in X, a Borel measure p on X with 1 < p(X) < 1 +£, and a unitary operator U : L2(X,p) -► ßT such that U~l2fU = 3?(X, <,p). Also, there is a closed and open set F Ç X with p(F) = 1 such that U(xf) -u-PROOF. Let ^# be a maximal abelian von Neumann algebra containing Sf, and let M be the projection onto L#u], the closed linear span of {Tu : T G J?}. Since ßT is separable, 5C and lat^# = {projections in ^#' = J?} contain strongly dense sequences {Pi,P2, -. -} and {Qi,Q2,. ■ ■}, respectively. We may assume that {Qn} contains / and M. Let SÍ be the C*-algebra generated by {Pn} U {Qn}-Then si is a commutative C7*-algebra with identity which is norm separable and strongly dense in JÜ'. Since ^# is maximal abelian and ßT is separable, J? has a cyclic vector z. We can arrange that z = u + v with u A v and ||i>|| < s/e. To see this, note that by Zorn's lemma there is a set of unit vectors {v¿ : i G 1} which contains u and which is maximal with respect to the property that , and it follows that z is cyclic since ßT = Ylf\/^vi\-Let X be the spectrum of SÍ. A is a compact Hausdorff space, and is second countable since SÍ = C(X) is norm separable. Thus, X is metrizable. Let 7r: C(X) -> SÍ be the inverse Gelfand map. Then there are sequences {En}, {Fn} of closed and open sets in X such that tt(xe") -Pn and 7t(xf") = Qn, n = 1,2,-Let F be the set such that tt(xf) -M. Define a partial order < in X by x < y if and only if xe"(x) < Xe" (y) for all n > 1. The graph G = {(y, x) : x < y} is closed in A x A since its complement can be expressed as a union {J^Li (X\En) x En of open rectangles.
By the Riesz-Markov theorem, there is a finite Borel measure p on X such that ¡xfdp = (Tr(f)z,z) for fGC(X). Note that p(X) = ||z||2 = ||ti||2 + ||w||2 <l + e. Also, p(F) = fxXFdp = (Mz,z) -\\u\\2 = 1. Define a linear map t/rj of C(X) into ßT by Uof = n(f)z. Then ||l7o/||2 = fx \f\2 dp, so {70 extends uniquely to an isometry U of L2(X,p) onto [siz] . Because si is strongly dense in JK and
for every / G C(X), so UX(g)U~1 = ir(g). In particular, UX(En)U~1 = n(XEn) = Pn. By [A, Theorem 1.2.2], S?(X, <,p) is generated by {X(En)}. It follows that U2'(X, <, p)U~l = SC since 2f is generated by {Pn}. D THEOREM l. Every infinite tensor product of CSL's is unitarily equivalent to an infinite product lattice.
PROOF. For each i = 1,2,..., let "2¿ be a CSL acting on ßT;, and let u¿ be a unit vector in ßT-We must show that <3)^i -2¿ is unitarily equivalent to an infinite product lattice. First use the lemma to get partially ordered measure spaces (Xi,<i,ßi) and unitaries Ui such that 1 < Pi(Xi) < 1 + 2~l and U~xS?Ui = •2f (Xi,<l,pl) .
Also, there are closed and open sets P, Ç Xx with Pi(Fi) -1 such that U~ Ui = xf(-Now let m¿ = /x,(A¿), define a measure Ui on Xi by Vi(E) -m~'1pi(E), and define a unitary operator V, : L2(Xi,pi) -» L2 (Xi, ut) by Vif = y/mtf. Note that VlX(E)V~1 = X(E). Then if we let x = (xfMv <Pi = y/rñiXFi, and ¡p = (¡Pi)^, it follows that oou oo* oo», ®-2? = ®-2*(x,-, <i, m) = Ç$5r(Xi,<i, Vi).
The remainder of the proof will show that (&°°?i¿íf(Xi,<i,Vi) = o2"(X, <,i>), where X = n¿=i -^»> " = ll^i "»i and < is the product ordering on X. by the dominated convergence theorem. Since each gm G Range(K), and L2(X,33n,v[t%n) has a basis of functions of the form J?(fi, ■ ■ ■ ,/n), it follows that L2(X,33n,u\^n) Ç Range(V). Therefore, V is unitary.
Finally, we need to show that V(®\xJ[5f(X,,<l,yl))V-1 = 5f(X,<,v). However, the measure v depends on the sequence u -(ut). To make full use of this theorem, it may be necessary to use the details of this dependence. If P¿ G -2¿, and Ei is a corresponding increasing set in Xi, then ||P,-u,||2 = m, / Xe,Xf, dvi = m, • Vi(Ei n F,) = vl(El n Fl)/tyl(Fl). Jx, (2) Let /¿¿ be as in the proof of the theorem, and let p = rii=i A*» (/•* is defined hy A* = dli^i '^t')1')-Then Jz^A, <, ¿v) = J?(A, <, ¿¿) via the obvious unitary, so ®°^u, =2? = =2" (A", <, /i). In this case, the tt¿'s correspond to characteristic functions Xf, and the above calculation becomes ||PjUj||2 = p%(Ei (~lP¿). The disadvantage is that the product space (X, p) does not have measure 1.
(3) If J? is a CSL on ßT and M is a projection in 3", then SC M, acting on MßT, is also a CSL. We denote this lattice by 2fM and call it an induced lattice of 5?. Now suppose, for each i, =2? is a CSL on ßT, Ui is a unit vector in ßT,, ^ is a maximal abelian von Neumann algebra containing .2?, and Mt is the projection onto [.$%u%\. Then it follows from the proof of the lemma that (=2¿)"** = £?(Fi, <¿, Pí\f,)< where Fx and pt are as in the proof of the theorem.
The proof of the theorem (much simpler in this case) then shows that 0^:U1(-2¿)M' -3 (F,<,p[~) , where F = Y\°ZlFl. Note that 3' (F,<,p\~) is an induced lattice of 3'(X,<,/*). It was this special case of the theorem that was used in [W] . (4) Another special case arises when, for almost every i, u, is cyclic for some maximal abelian algebra ,-€x containing _2¿. In this case, if we let I = {i: u¿ is cyclic}, then P¿ = A¿ and p(Xz) = 1 for all i G I. For i £ I, we use any unit cyclic vector Zi to get a representation .2? = 5C(Xi,<i,pi) as in [A, Theorem 1.3.1] . The proof of the theorem (again, a much simpler case) then implies that ®T=\ -^» -^{X, <, A*)-This special case was also proved in [W] .
We will now apply Theorem 1 to obtain a sufficient condition for an infinite tensor product Jz? of CSL's to be noncompact in the strong operator topology. In addition, it will be shown that in this case Sf actually satisfies a "super" noncompactness property which implies that every induced lattice of 3 is also noncompact, and that the reflexive algebra alg^f = {T G 33(ßT):TPßT C PßT for all P G 3} contains no compact operators. This is most interesting in the case in which each component lattice of the tensor product is purely atomic, because then the condition is also necessary. Specifically, an infinite tensor product Sf of purely atomic CSL's either has the "super" noncompactness property or else is purely atomic. We note that purely atomic lattices must be compact [W, Corollary 2.4 ], but the converse is false. Also, if 3? is purely atomic, then the compact operators in algJz? are ultrastrongly dense in alg.27. Finally, we remark that the conclusions of Theorem 2 are almost the same for orthocomplemented CSL's [W, Corollary 3.5 ].
In the remainder of this paper, (w¿) will always denote a sequence of O's and l's, and Ec will denote the complement of a set E. The proof of Theorem 2 uses the following.
PROPOSITION. Let2'(X, <, v) be an infinite tensor product lattice, and suppose there is a sequence of increasing Borel sets {Ei C A¿: 1 < i < oo}, with 0 < Vi(Ei) < 1 for all i, such that Y^Li \ui ~ ui(Ei)\ does not converge for every sequence (w¿) of O's and 1 's. Then 3'(X, <, u) is noncompact, every induced lattice of 2'(X, <,v) is noncompact, and algJ?(X, <, v) has no compact operators. In particular, the conclusion holds if there is a subsequence {¿?¿;} such that {i/^. (Z^)} is bounded away from 0 and 1.
PROOF. The noncompactness conclusion is just a restatement of Theorem 3.9(b) of [ W] , but a slightly modified argument and the addition of Theorem 1 will provide the stronger results. First, let Ei = Xi x • ■ • x A¿_i x Ei x Xi+X x ■ ■ ■, let JV be the sublattice generated by {A(£A}, and suppose A = X(A) is an atom of ßV. Then for each i, either F¿ n A -A almost everywhere or E\ n A = A a.e. It follows that A is a set of the form Di x D2 x ■ ■ ■, where D¿ = either Ei or Ec% a.e. But V{A) = rii=i ui(Di) ~ XXvLi lw¿ -v%(E%)[ for some (w,) , and this product is 0 since by hypothesis YT=\ K1 ~ w¿) ~ ui{Ei)\ = Jlili 1 ~ K _ yi(Ei)\ does not converge. Therefore, JV is nonatomic. Now partition N into an infinite number of infinite subsets S\, S%,..., such that for each j, Ylies lw¿ -vi(Ei)\ does not converge for every (w¿)¿GSj-Let jVj be the sublattice of ¿z?(X, <,u) generated by {X(Et): i G Sj}. By the same argument as above, each JVj is nonatomic, and therefore there is for each j an increasing set Gj Ç X with X(G3) G J^j and v(G3) = |. Then the sequence {X(G3) : 1 < j < oo} has the property that Vfc HGjk) -l and Afc KGjk) = ° for every subsequence {X(Gjk)}, since rifc*Li u(Gjk) = 0 = ufcli v^ßCjk)-^ follows that Sf(X,<,v) is noncompact by [W, Theorem 3.6] and that s\%>3'(X,<,v) has no compact operators by [F] . Also, if M is a projection in Sf', then Vfc ^(Gjk)M = M -lM?r and f\k^G 3k)M = 0 for every subsequence {X(G3k)}, so the induced lattice Sf(X, <, v)M is also noncompact. D THEOREM 2. Suppose that Sft ¿s a (nontrivial) commutative subspace lattice on ßTi and u% is a unit vector in ßTi, i = 1,2,_ (a) If there is a sequence {P¿ G -2¡ : 0 < P¿ < 1} such that YliLi lw« _ ll-Pt'u«'ll2l does not converge for every sequence (w¿) of O's and l's, then Sf = ®i=l-2¿ is noncompact, every induced lattice of ¿2? is also noncompact, and dig Sf contains no compact operators. In particular, the conclusion holds if there is a subsequence {Pij} such that {[\Pi Ui3 \\} is bounded away from 0 and 1.
(b) If each Sfi is purely atomic and there is no such sequence as in part (a), then Sf = ®°îu, .2? is purely atomic and the subalgebra generated by the rank-one operators in algSf is ultrastrongly dense in algSf. conull) increasing Borel sets in X and X%, respectively. By hypothesis, for every sequence of projections {P¿ G -2¿: 0 < P¿ < /}, there is a sequence (w¿) of O's and l's such that ^ |w¿ -||P¿ut||2| converges. Then by calculations similar to those in part (a), it follows that for every sequence of sets {Ei: Ei G 33(Xt)}, there is a sequence (a;,-) such that J2 lw* -ui(E%)\ converges. This implies that for every such sequence {E%}, the sequence {v{(Ei)} has at most the two limit points 0 and 1, and therefore there is some I with the property that if i > I and E G 33(Xi), then either Vi(E) > | or Vi(E) < 4. Since it is enough to prove that ®°^¡Sfi is purely atomic (because the finite tensor product of purely atomic lattices is purely atomic), we can now restrict our attention to Yl°l[ Xz. Equivalently, we may assume 1 = 1.
For each i, let r% = mf{ul(E): E G 33(XX) and vx(E) > §}. Then for each i, there is a sequence {Gj} Q 33(X%) such that Vi(Gj) -♦ rz. Since Sf(Xi,<i,i>i)
is purely atomic, it is compact [W, Corollary 2.4] , so there is a set Ri G 33(X%) and a subsequence {Gjk} such that X(G3k) -* X(Ri) strongly. This implies that ut(G3kARi) -* 0 [W, §3] , so ut(G3k) '-* ^(Pt) and ^(R,) = r¿. Now let s¿ = sup{i/t-(F): E G 33(Xi), Vi(E) < \, and Ui(E\Ri) = 0}. Then by a similar argument, there is a set S,-G 33(XX) with Ví(Sí\Rí) = 0 and Vi(St) = s¿. Let Aj = P,\S¿ and let F be any set in 33 (Xi). If ED Ai ^ Ai a.e., then Ui(EnAi) < \, so Vi(Si\J(EC\Ai)) < | andthusi/j(S¿U(FnAt)) < sz. This implies that EC\Ai C Si a.e., so EÍ) Ai = 0 a.e. Therefore, £nA,=0or
A, a.e. for any E G33(Xi), and it follows that X(Ai) is an atom of Sf(Xi, <í,ví).
Let Àfc = Afc x Afc+i x ■ • • Ç n,"fcXi, k = 1,2,.... Now YlZi Vi(Ri) > 0 since X^i(l -^¿(Pj)) converges (by hypothesis, J2 lw¿ -^¿(-Rî)I converges for some (w¿), and every choice of (w¿) other than w, = 1 for all î results in a larger sum). The final statement of the theorem concerning the rank-one subalgebra follows from [LL, Theorem 3] and the fact that purely atomic CSL's are completely distributive. □
